T-Cell Lymphoma in the Tongue of a Dog with Cutaneous and Striated Forelimb Muscle Involvement
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ABSTRACT

Background: Primary tongue tumors rarely affect dogs and correspond to 4% of tumors involving the oropharynx. Until now, primary tongue lymphoma had not been reported. However, lymphoma involvement in the skeletal muscle, although quite unusual, was described in the literature in four cases. Cutaneous lymphoma is another rare extranodal manifestation. The objective of this report is to describe a case of T immunophenotype lymphoma occurrence, whose manifestation is atypical, not only because it is situated in the tongue muscle but also because of the subsequent involvement of the striated musculature of the left forelimb and the skin, which showed unfavorable evolution.

Case: A female seven-year-old mongrel was seen showing a regular lump in the base of the tongue, 3 cm in diameter, not ulcerated and of firm consistency, with halitosis as the only clinical sign of the disease. Incisional biopsy of the lump was performed and histopathology verified that it was large cell lymphoma. The material was sent for immunohistochemical evaluation and was characterized as T immunophenotype lymphoma by positive CD3 and negative CD79a marking. The CHOP (cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine and prednisone) chemotherapy protocol was established as treatment and after the first chemotherapy session there was partial remission of the mass, measuring 2 cm in diameter. The lump, however, remained stable in the following sessions. Thirty days after the diagnosis of lymphoma, the animal began to show lameness of the left forelimb and swelling near the head of the left humerus. A muscle mass, firm in consistency, progressing fast, presented a significant increase, just three weeks after its appearance. Two skin lesions, arcuate, erythematous and pruritic also appeared in the dorsocervical and ventral-abdominal region. Incisional biopsy of these lesions was performed and the histopathological diagnosis confirmed muscle and cutaneous large cell lymphoma and immunophenotype compatible with T cells (positive CD3 and negative CD79a). Due to disease advance, even during chemotherapy, a rescue protocol of L-asparaginase administration followed by lomustine and prednisone was proposed. Even with the rescue protocol there was no remission of the tumors and the case was classified as progressive. The animal of this report died after completing the first cycle of chemotherapy protocol, with a survival of 92 days.

Discussion: Despite the fact that clinical behavior of primary lymphoma in dogs’ skeletal muscle is unknown, it is believed that, as in humans, it can be associated with chronic inflammation or neoplastic cell invasion by proximity of the tumor or metastasis, which could justify the dissemination of the lymphoma reported here from the tongue to other tissues. However, appearance of concurrent independent lymphomas cannot be ruled out. As observed in the three cases of primary muscular lymphoma, the dog of this report had low response to therapy and short survival. This report presents the first case of lymphoma in tongue with subsequent skin and left forelimb skeletal muscle involvement described in the literature. The clinical outcome corroborates the aggressiveness of muscular lymphoma observed in the other reports and also suggests that both tongue and other skeletal muscle tumors should be included in the differential diagnosis of canine lymphoma.
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INTRODUCTION

Primary neoplasms of the tongue are extremely rare, accounting for about 4% of all tumors that involve the oropharynx, the most commonly found in the tongue being the squamous cell carcinoma [2], followed by melanoma [4].

Other tumors have been described, although less often, like papilloma, rhabdomyoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, hemangioma, hemangiosarcoma, granular cell tumors, histiocytoma, plasmacytoma, mast cell tumor, fibrosarcoma, chondrosarcoma and liposarcoma [2,3,5,6,10,12,13].

Despite the occurrence of lymphoma in the tongue having already been described as a possible oral cavity extranodal manifestation [11], we found no reported case on this primary involvement. In general, the involvement of striated skeletal muscle by lymphoma is quite unusual, both in humans and in dogs, probably because typical skeletal muscle does not contain lymphoid tissue [8,16].

Four cases of lymphoma in skeletal muscle have been reported to this date [1,8,14,15]. The association of cutaneous lymphoma with skeletal muscle tissue has also been described [1]. Cutaneous lymphoma is another, rather uncommon, extranodal manifestation, accounting for approximately 3-8% of lymphoma cases affecting dogs [18].

The aim of this study was to report a case of lymphoma with atypical manifestations, in the skeletal muscle of the tongue and involving the striated muscle of the left forelimb and the skin, and with a very aggressive course and little responsive to antineoplastic chemotherapy. From the reviewed literature, this is the first case of primary tongue lymphoma with subsequent involvement of the forelimb skeletal muscle and skin.

CASE

A female, seven years old mongrel, weighing 4 kg was seen. The animal showed a volume increase at the base of the tongue, during a periodontal disease treatment a week earlier. Upon inspection of the patient’s oral cavity, the mass was found to be regular, 3 cm in diameter, not ulcerated and of firm consistency (Figure 1). The only clinical sign of the patient was halitosis.

Complete blood count and serum biochemistry (creatinine, urea, alanine aminotransferase and alkaline phosphatase) analyses results were within the normal range for the species, and imaging tests (chest radiography and abdominal ultrasonography) revealed no changes in other organs.

Subsequently, the patient underwent incisional biopsy for histopathological analysis, and large cell lymphoma was diagnosed (Figure 2). Immunohistochemical analysis of the lingual nodule was performed using anti-human CD3 polyclonal antibody 1 and anti-human CD79a monoclonal antibody 1. Antigen retrieval was performed using citrate buffer, pH 6.0, in pressure cooker (Pascal®) for 20 min. The blocking of endogenous peroxidase was performed in methyl alcohol solution of 8% hydrogen peroxide. The primary antibody was incubated for 18 hours at 4°C, followed by incubation with Advance HRP polymer and application of the chromogen 3,3'-diaminobenzidine 1 for 5 min. The sections were counterstained with Harris hematoxylin for 40 s. The marking was positive for CD3 and negative for CD79a, confirming the diagnosis of T-cell lymphoma (Figure 3).

Once lymphoma was diagnosed, the CHOP protocol began. After the first treatment session, with administration of vincristine 2 (0.7 mg/m2/IV), partial remission was noted and the lump in the tongue decreased to 2 cm in diameter. The animal remained stable during subsequent sessions, and no hematological changes were observed during the evaluation before chemotherapy. Returning for the fourth treatment session, 30 days after diagno-
sis, the patient presented lameness of the left forelimb and soreness next to the humeral head, without having trauma history or reports of previous illness. Limb lateral and cranial ventral radiography showed no bone or joint involvement, only a slight increase of adjacent soft tissue.

When the patient returned three weeks later, we found a significant increase in the forelimb muscle mass, of firm consistency (Figure 4), and two arcuate, erythematous, and pruritic skin lesions, on the right dorsocervical and ventral abdominal area (Figure 5). Thus, incisional biopsy of the muscles and the skin lesions was performed. The histopathological diagnosis of the lesions revealed a large cell lymphoma, and immunohistochemical analysis was positive for T cells (CD3 positive, CD79a negative).

Therefore, the first chemotherapy protocol was replaced by combination treatment of L-asparaginase (400 IU/kg, subcutaneously, weeks 1 and 4), lomustine (70 mg/m² via orally, week 1) and prednisone (2 mg/kg, every 24 h, orally, with weekly dose reduction up to 1 mg/kg). However, until the patient’s natural death after the first treatment cycle, no remission of cancer was observed. The patient had a survival of 92 days.
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**Figure 2.** Large cell Lymphoma in the base of the dog’s tongue (HE, x200).
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**Figure 3.** A. Positive T lymphocyte immunophenotyping (CD3+) [x200]. B. Negative marking of B cells (CD79a-).
DISCUSSION

The clinical behavior of skeletal muscle primary lymphoma in dogs is unknown [14]. In humans, it is believed that chronic inflammation is related to the carcinogenic process [9]. Another suspected mechanism could be through the invasion of cancer cells from a pre-existing site, by proximity or metastasis [15]. This is the first case of lymphoma manifestation in the tongue, possibly primary, which also culminated with cutaneous and left forelimb skeletal muscle involvement.

The other four cases of muscular lymphoma described in the literature involved forelimbs and hindlimbs, cervical muscles and one was a diffuse manifestation associated to polymyopathy [1,8,14,15]. In one of them a previous appearance of cutaneous lymphoma was also observed [1], whereas in this case it developed after the muscle lymphoma.

Lymphoma muscle involvement may manifest as a single mass or in diffuse form, the latter being rather unusual, and may even be related to a polymyopathy [1,15].

Thuilliez et al. [15] showed, during necropsy, that the mass previously manifested in the cervical muscles had invaded other structures, such as the left forelimb, tongue and laryngeal muscles, suggesting a progression of the disease by proximity. The case described had no previous history of trauma or an illness.
to justify a possible inflammation as a predisposing factor for the development of lymphoma, suggesting the involvement by metastatic neoplastic cell invasion, even more so, since all masses have been characterized as large cell T-lymphoma. However, one cannot rule out the concomitant emergence of independent lymphomas [1].

The muscle lymphoma cases reported were mostly males, aged between 16 months and eight years. Three animals were large and one midsize [1,8,14,15]. The dog of this report, however, was female, seven years old and small breed.

Surgical resection is the best treatment for lingual tumors [5]. However, once lymphoma is considered a systemic disease and responsive to chemotherapy, it is treated conservatively through the combination of multiple anticancer agents for better response and disease control [17]. However, T-cell tends to be more aggressive than B-cell lymphoma with a poorer prognosis [7].

As in cutaneous lymphoma [11], low survival was observed in most muscular lymphoma cases, being related mainly to high-grade and T-cell lymphomas [1,15]. Only the case described by Takeuchi et al. [14] presented a low grade T lymphoma with a survival of 713 days. The case at hand also had a short survival, since it demonstrated rapid progression and the chemotherapy treatments were ineffective.

This case illustrates an atypical case of lingual lymphoma, which culminated with cutaneous and left forelimb skeletal muscle involvement, and which showed aggressive behavior, corroborating other reports of lymphoma cases with muscle involvement. Tongue and skeletal muscle masses should be considered in lymphoma differential diagnosis. New forms of treatment must be explored to improve survival of these patients with an atypical presentation of the disease.
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